In the framework of parameterized complexity, exploring how one parameter affects the complexity of a different parameterized (or unparameterized problem) is of general interest. A well-developed example is the investigation of how the parameter treewidth influences the complexity of (other) graph problems. The reason why such investigations are of general interest is that real-world input distributions for computational problems often inherit structure from the natural computational processes that produce the problem instances (not necessarily in obvious, or wellunderstood ways). The max leaf number ml(G) of a connected graph G is the maximum number of leaves in a spanning tree for G. Exploring questions analogous to the well-studied case of treewidth, we can ask: how hard is it to solve 3-COLORING, HAMILTON (1) We describe much improved FPT algorithms for a large number of graph problems, for input graphs G for which ml(G) ≤ k, based on the polynomial-time extremal structure theory canonically associated to this parameter. We consider improved algorithms both from the point of view of kernelization bounds, and in terms of improved fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) runtimes O * (f (k)). (2) The way that we obtain these concrete algorithmic results is general and systematic. We describe the approach, and raise programmatic questions.
Introduction
The analysis of the complexity of problems, for graphs of bounded treewidth, is well-developed and supports many systematic approaches that have developed over a number of years [4, 6, 8, 15, 21, 47] . For example, determining whether a graph is 3-colorable can be solved in time O(n) for graphs of treewidth at most k. In the terminology of parameterized complexity [21, 33, 47] , GRAPH 3-COLORING is fixed parameter tractable for the parameter treewidth. In this small example, the asymptotic notation conceals serious costs associated to the treewidth bound k, from two sources:
(1) The complexity of computing a tree-decomposition of width k is O(2 35k 3 n) for an n-vertex graph. (2) Once the tree-decomposition is obtained, one would then solve the problem by dynamic programming, in time O(3 k n).
Suppose that we wish to solve GRAPH 3-COLORING for graphs having a different structural restriction-how should this be done? Here we consider the structural parameter of bounded max leaf number, ml(G), where this is defined for a connected graph G as the maximum number of leaves of a spanning tree for G. (We choose this parameter mainly to illustrate the key issues, and because enough is known of the associated polynomial-time extremal structure theory to provide a good example of the general approach. We are not aware of any strong direct applications of bounded max leaf number for natural input distributions.)
One way to approach the problem of determining 3-colorability, parameterizing by max leaf number, is to note that graphs of bounded max leaf number exclude a tree minor and therefore have bounded pathwidth, so that the above-sketched bounded treewidth approach can be used. This classifies GRAPH 3-COLORING, parameterized by max leaf number, as FPT, but this is not an efficient algorithm.
We have two main objectives in this paper:
(1) We describe efficient FPT algorithms for GRAPH 3-COLORING and many other graphs problems, for input G parameterized by a bound ml(G) ≤ k. We consider such FPT algorithms from both the exponential complexity O * (f (k)) and polynomial-time kernelization points of view.
